The ('He, t) charge-exchange reaction has been studied at 0 = O",and bombarding energies of E('He) = 76.5 MeV and 200 MeV. Spectra were measured using magnetic analysis for target nuclei of 11.13C ) IhO, WF, '8.11Y,30Si, 90Zr, "7.'ZOSn, "ZITa, nalW, 'WAU, ZO8& ?3fk23?Tfl, 234.276.238u and 'JJPu. The measurements at 76.5 MeV concentrated on the isobaric analog states of several actinide nuclei, particularly on their widths and the branching ratios for proton decay. Cross sections, Q-values and total widths were determined for the transitions to the isobaric analog states. Coulomb displacement energies derived from the measured Q-values display the influence of deformed nuclear shapes. Escape widths 1.' and spreading widths r" of the isobaric analog states in five actinide nuclei were deduced from the measured proton-decay branching ratios. They were found to be in agreement with predictions which postulate isospin mixing via the Coulomb force with the ( T,, -1 )-component of the isovector giant monopole resonance. The measurements at 200 MeV were concerned with transitions to isobaric analog states in both light and heavy nuclei, including several actinide nuclei, but Gamow-Teller resonances and transitions to n"mero"s other states were also observed. The measured cross sections for several transitions to isobaric analog states from %i to "'Pb were used to extract the effective interaction V, for non-spin-flip ('He, t) charge exchange at E(3He) = 200 MeV. Theinteraction strength V, decreases by a factor 0.6 when compared to previously measured values for the energy range E(-'He) = 65 to 90 MeV. An angular distribution from 0, =O" to 16' for the transition to the isobaric analog state in '>"Sb measured at E(jHe) = 200 MeV was found to be in very good agreement with microscopic calculations.
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Introduction
The (3He, t) reaction, similar to the (p, n) reaction I"), is a very powerful tool to study both non-spin-flip and spin-flip charge-exchange leading to isobaric analog states (IAS), to other sharp states, and to Gamow-Teller and other resonances possibly including the isovector giant monopole resonance (IVGMR). Emphasis on the observation of L = 0 transitions requires measurements at 8, = 0". A special setup is needed for the (p, n) reaction where the neutron detectors are located at or near 0". After interacting with the target the proton beam must be deflected away from 0" and stopped in a well-shielded beam dump. In contrast, the use of a magnetic spectrograph is essential for measuring at 0" in the (3He, t) reaction. Here, the techniques for obtaining background-free spectra when the beam of projectiles enters the magnetic spectrometer at 0" are critical and have to be perfected. This is particularly important for measurements at E ('He) = 200 MeV. Investigations at lower bombarding energies and Bt = 0" using (3He, t) to study isobaric analog and other states have been performed for many years 3-") including coincidence measurements with decay protons '-I") and fission products ").
Non-spin-flip transitions dominate at low bombarding energies, and the discovery of IAS was in fact made ") in low-energy (p, n) charge exchange. The usefulness of the (p, n) and (3He, t) reactions for studying either non-spin-flip or spin-flip phenomena requires an understanding of the dependence on bombarding energy of the various contributions to the charge-exchange reaction mechanism. This is quite well understood for the (p, n) reaction [e.g. ref.
13)], but less well for (3He, t) [e.g. refs. 3','4~'7)] with little information available in the range E(3He) = 100 to 600 MeV. The primary objective of the present work was to observe and study IAS from several long-lived radioactive actinide targets. Only very limited data exist for IAS of targets with masses greater than '"'Pb. The measurement of precise Q-values leads to Coulomb displacement energies AEc,,, for comparison with predictions based on shell-model and other equations '*."). Deformed nuclear shapes including quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation, fi? and p4, are expected to lead to a reduction in AEcoul of the order of 150 keV. The various decay modes of IAS (proton decay, neutron decay, also fission decay in the actinide nuclei) are responsible for a finite IAS line width r with lorentzian line shape. Measuring the branching ratios for proton decay and/or the other IAS decay modes makes it possible to determine the two components of r, the spreading width r' and the escape with r r, for comparison with predictions 2032'). These widths are of particular interest for the actinide nuclei where only very limited data including decay data exist. A good understanding of the global behavior of the spreading width r' for medium-heavy and heavy nuclei in terms of isospin mixing of the IAS with the T,-component of the isovector giant monopole resonance (IVGMR) has recently been achieved 'O). A splitting of this resonance in deformed nuclei due to mixing with the beta-vibration component of the isovector giant quadrupole resonance (IVGQR) has been postulated, and data for the actinide nuclei provide a test of the predictive power of these calculations.
Independently, a phenomenological expression I') has also been used to describe the observed increase of Ti with neutron excess. A new expression for the escape widths r' has been derived recently 'I), and a quantatitive comparison between experimental and calculated values has become possible. The following sects. 2 and 3 describe the experimental procedures and aspects of the data reduction and energy calibration.
The experimental results obtained at the two bombarding energies are presented in sect. 4. These include the zero-degree spectra for light and heavy target nuclei, the proton decay coincidence data (3He, tij) obtained at Et3He) = 76.5 MeV for the actinidc targets, and the angular distribution measured for ""Sn (%e, t) "'Sb (IAS) at E('He) = 200 MeV. The discussion in sect. 5 inciudes a comparison of the measured Coulomb displacement energies and the total, escape, and spreading widths of IAS in actinide nuclei with predictions, and a determination of the effective (jHe, t) charge-exchange interaction VT from measured IAS cross sections at E('He) = 200 MeV. This includes a microscopic DWBA analysis of the angular distribution for the transition to the IAS in ""Sb. A short summary fohows in sect. 6.
Experimental procedures

200 MeV EXPERIMENT
The experiment utilized a beam of 200 MeV 'He+' particles from the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility {IUCF). The measurements were carried out with a high-resolution magnetic spectrometer. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the spectrometer with the target in the scattering chamber, the focal-plane detector system, the internal 'He+* beam stop and the trajectories for incoming and outgoing particles. Upon entering the magnetic spectrograph at 0 = O", the beam was bent inward where it hit an electrically insulated graphite beam stop inside the first dipole magnet. The beam current ranged from 20 to 80 nA (electrical). The current reading from the beam stop was tested against an external Faraday cup.
Tritons from the (%Ie, t) reaction on various targets were detected in the focal plane of the IUCF K600 magnetic spectrograph "). The focal-plane detection system '*) consisted of two multi-wire drift chambers backed by two scintillation detectors of thicknesses 6 mm and 12 mm for particle identification and drift-time measurements.
Background from reaction products in the beam stop inside the first dipole magnet could be suppressed by optimizing the position of the appropriately designed beam stop. Software gating on signals supplied by the two-dimensional position sensitive detector in the focal plane such as energy loss in the scintillators, and angle of incidence was also employed. Background from reactions in the target frame induced by low-momentum beam halo which occurs on one side of the beam was greatly reduced by using non-symmetric U-shaped target frames. Beams with reduced beam halo had to be used for the thin actinide targets which were mounted on frames with circular openings of only 12 or 9 mm diameter. The effective length of the focal-plane detector was 80 cm covering an energy range of AE/ E = 16% (AE > 30 MeV). The magnetic field was kept constant for all measurements. Most measurements were made with a circular aperture with a solid angle of AL?=4 msr. A rectangular aperture centered at 1" was used in a few instances to allow the independent measurement of 0" and 2" spectra and cross sections. A smaller aperture with a solid angle of AL? = 1.0 msr was used at 8,~ 5" to measure an angular distribution.
76 MeV EXPERIMENT
A beam of 76.5 MeV 'He+' particles from the KVI cyclotron was used for the ("He, tp) coincidence measurements on the actinide targets. The experimental setup was simiiar to the one used previously for the measurements of other IAS and their decays [e.g. ref.
')I except for the use of an improved focal-plane detection system 75). The beam entered the magnetic spectrograph at 0 = 0" and was stopped in a graphite block which served as a Faraday cup. It was mounted at the end of an aluminum rod on the inside of the first dipole magnet. The beam current was typically 20 nA. Tritons from the (3He, t) reaction on various targets have higher magnetic rigidity than the incoming 3He++ beam. They were detected in the focalplane of the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph 26) with a solid angle of AR = 6 msr and a focal plane detection system I') consisting of a multi-wire drift chamber backed by a sintillation detector of thickness 3 mm for particle identification. The effective length of90 cm of the detector covered a useful energy range of AE/ E = 12% (AE =9 MeV). The magnetic field was kept constant for all measurements.
The proton-decay data were obtained by measuring tritons reaching the focalplane detector in coincidence with protons detected in any of three 5 mm thick Li-drifted Si detectors of effective area 250 mm' each. These detectors were mounted at angles of +120", +150" and -150" with respect to the beam direction. The combined solid angle was Afl = 220 msr. The detectors were cooled with an alcohol refrigerating unit. They were covered with Ni foils of thicknes 0.3 mg/cm' to prevent condensation of oil and other vapors on their surfaces and to stop shake-off electrons from the target. The time difference between the arrival of protons in the Si detectors and tritons in the focal-plane detector made it possible to distinguish between prompt and random coincidences. Targets of natural thorium and uranium fluoride were deposited on carbon backings. The other actinide targets used at IUCF were rather thin, backed by carbon and mounted on relatively small frames. The actinide targets used at the KVI were typically 0.5 mg/cm2 thick. They were obtained as oxide, fluoride, or by spraying acetate soution on a thin backing of aluminum.
The acetate decomposed under bombardment but converted to the oxide and remained a useful target. All radioactive actinide targets used for the coincidence measurements had isotopic abundances greater than 99%. The uncertainties in target thicknesses for the thin actinide targets used at IUCF are estimated at 550% but at less than +lO% for all other targets.
Data reduction and energy calibration
DATA REDUCTION
Position signals from the IUCF focal-plane detector were obtained by measuring the drift times from neighboring wires and then calculating the position. The triton particle identification for this detector was provided by the two scintillators mounted behind the wire chambers. This gave clean particle identification signals, particularly due to the fact that the high magnetic field setting of the spectrograph prevented protons, deuterons, and 3,4He++ particles produced in the target from reaching the detector. A second gate was set on the angles of incidence of the particles relative to the focal plane. Projected triton spectra using these gates are presented in sect. 4.
The position information for the KVI focal plane detector was obtained similarly by determining the drift times for neighboring wires. The triton particle-identification signal for the KVI focal plane detector was obtained from one scintillator in combination with timing information for the arrival of the tritons in the focal plane relative to the RF. The energy loss signal from the scintillator and the time-of-flight of the particles through the spectrometer differ with particle type and can therefore be used for particle identification.
Another gate was set on the angles of incidence on the focal-plane detector. Projected triton spectra are presented in sect. 4. Spectra obtained for "C, 160 and "Si served primarily for energy calibration (see below). Furthermore, lines from '"C backings and from I60 contaminants in the targets were present in some of the spectra for the heavier targets. Spectra corrected for contaminants were obtained for some of these cases by subtracting properly normalized spectra from the carbon and oxygen targets. separate spectra centered at angles Bt = 0" and 2". This procedure was employed in obtaining two forward-angle data points for the angular distribution from the "'Sn target.
The data for the actinide targets obtained at E('He) = 76.5 MeV in coincidence with decay protons were given special attention. Fig. 2 displays the spectrum for the time difference between the arrival of protons in one of the Si detectors and tritons in the focal-plane detector. The spectrum displays the presence of random coincidences with every beam burst separated by -100 ns, and the presence of a single much more intense (factor ~8) prompt peak. The true coincidence events are represented by the difference of prompt minus random events. Fig. 3 shows as example a two-dimensional display of prompt events for 234U('He, tp)'33U representing proton energy versus triton energy. Very clean projected triton spectra for the transition to the final heavy nucleus can be extracted from this information (see below). These spectra serve as a basis for the determination of total widths r from the lorentzian line shape and for the determination of branching ratios for proton decay from the relative yield.
ENERGY CALIBRATION
The reactions '2C(3He, t)"N, 160('He, t)"F and 'RSi(3He, t)'*P were measured several times during the running period to provide energy calibrations for the incident 3He++ beam in the target material. Although the ratio of 3He+/'He++ is exceedingly small, and furthermore only a small fraction of these events are recorded within the triton identification gates, they still produce a dominant peak in the spectrum of fig. 7a because of the large number of incident particles.
The total number of 'Hei particles is only about 4x 10m9 of the incident 3Hei+ beam. Nevertheless, these events increased the count rate in the focal plane detector by typically 50%. A moveable absorber mounted in the focal plane was therefore used for most other runs to block out the 3He+ particles.
The spectra obtained at 8, = 0" for E(3He) = 76.5 MeV are displayed in figs. 4 and 11. A more limited range of excitation energies of about 9 MeV near the IAS was measured for the actinide targets with triton energies ranging from about 52 to 61 MeV. The energy resolution was about 60 keV due mostly to target thickness. The spectra for the light target nuclei were again obtained for energy calibration and to allow an estimate of the contributions from backings and contaminants to the spectra of the other targets. The subtraction method was successfully employed. The measured cross sections, Q-values and excitation energies for the IAS and a few other states are listed in tables 2 and 3. The spectra and data obtained for the actinide targets in coincidence with decay protons are described in subsect. 4.3. below.
4.1. 
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Fig. 9. Triton energy spectra (expanded scales) from the (3He, t) reaction at E(3He) =200 MeV and 19, = 0" for targets of (a) ""'UF,, (b) "Y/'*C.
Excitation energies are given in keV. 1y.30P (fig. 5~ ). An expanded spectrum is shown in fig. 6c . Two strong transitions singly-ionized 3Wec particles due to atomic charge exchange in the target material.
13C(3He, t)13N.
19F(-'He
This line was blocked out for most other spectra, 4. fig. 5b ). 
ANGULAR DiSTRfRUTIONS
An angular distribution from 0" to 16" for the transition to the IAS in the reaction '""Sn(3He, t)"'Sb ( fig. 7b ) was obtained at E(3He) = 200 MeV with an angle resolution of AO= 1". It is displayed in fig. 12 . The two data points near zero degrees were extracted by ray tracing from the zero-degree measurement with a rectangular aperture. The measured distribution displays a very pronounced oscillatory structure. Also shown in the figure is a calculated distribution (see subsect. 5.3). Measurements were made at E (3He) = 76.5 MeV on oxide, fluoride or acetate targets of 230Th, 232Th1 234U, 23hU and 23sU on aluminium backings (see table 1 ).
This included coincidence measurements with decay protons, which allows the extraction of branching ratios and partial decay widths.
The spectra obtained from the bombardment of the various actinide targets show the Ot IAS in '3"Pa, '"'Pa, 234Np, 236Np and 'jsNp quite clearly at excitation energies near 18 MeV. Some interference from reactions on "C, "0 and also '7Al is present, though. The uncorrected spectra are displayed in fig. 11 . An example for a two-dimensional display of proton energy E, versus triton energy Et for the coincidence experiment is shown in fig. 3 . The proton decay energies increase with increasing excitation energies, and a pronounced correlation therefore exists between the two energies. This can be seen from the reactions on the contaminant nuclei "Al, I60 and i2C leading to proton-unstable states and resonances which decay into discrete ground or excited final states. The proton-decay energies for the IAS in the actinide nuclei are considerably higher than those for the contaminants, and rather clean triton spectra can therefore be projected out.
The results are shown in fig. 13 . protons, P' is obtained frum where the double-differential cross section d'cT/dQn, don, is the cross section derived from fig. 13 for the (3He, t) reaction to the IAS with the simultaneous observation of decay protons. Combining the total widths r and escape probabilities PI makes it possible to extract escape widths r' and spreading widths I'" (see table 4 and subsect. 5.2). (2) and (3) with deformation parametes & and p4 calculated for nuclei along the line of beta stability (see text). The solid curve includes the effect of pz whereas the dashed curve includes also the effect of hexadecapole deformation p4.
with Bz = j32/(47r)"2 and Bj = p4/(47r)"". Fig. 15 includes calculated energy differences based on eqs. (2) and (3) for nuclei along the line of P-stability approximated by (N -126) = 2(2 -82). Here, the deformation parameters p2 and /3., were described by a simple parameterization 36)
with x = (Z -82)/32, Y = (IV -126)/58, z = x + y. The parameters were extracted using recent dataJ7) for p2 and p4 (LY, = 1.7754, cuz=0.050, tyj = 1.43, ~~-0.94).
The results shown in fig. 15 confirm the influence of the deformation of the nuclear shape on Coulomb displacement energies. The agreement between experimental and calculated values must be considered as very good considering the simplicity of the calculations. The hexadecapoie deformation p4 contributes at most 15 keV to the reduction in Coulomb displacement energies. The slight underestimation of the effect for '30Th and '3?h may be related to a similar observation for the low-A rare-earth data ") which is not yet understood.
TOTAL WIDTHS r, ESCAPE WIDTHS f", AND SPREADING WIDTWS 1" OF ISOBARIC ANALOG STATES OF ACTINIDE NUCLEI
Isobaric analog states can be constructed by applying the isospin-lowering operator T-to the ground-state wave functions of the parent nuclei. They have therefore a simple nuclear structure, and the coherent superposition of particle-hole excitations essentially preserves the simplicity of the ground-state wave function of the parent nucleus including its isospin 7;, = !I( N -Z)l. However, admixtures of lower isospin are ususally present, due to Coulomb and other isospin-violating charge-dependent interactions which lead to isospin mixing with certain underlying states of lower isospin. The quantity (cyTO_,)' is typically of the order of a few percent.
Most IAS are unstable with regard to particle emission, and the total width r can, according to eq. (S), be written as Here, f' is the escape width associated with isospin-allowed proton decay from the main component of the IAS. Isospin-allowed neutron decay becomes energetically possible only through the admixtures of lower isospin in the wave function, and it is therefore associated with the spreading with r". Neutron decay is not hindered by a Coulomb barrier, and the two decay modes are usually comparable. There are even a few instances when neutron decay dominates. Fission decay contributes typically 25% to l-" in heavier nuclei "). Proton decay leads to transitions to discrete low-lying single-neutron-hole states. The escape width rr is therefore a sensitive function of (i) the proton separation energy S,, (ii) the height of the Coulomb barrier, and (iii) the nuclear structure of both the IAS and the single-neutron hole states in the daughter nucleus. The latter affects the decay probability via the angular momentum E and a spectroscopic strength factor. A quantitative procedure has been established recently ") which makes it possible to relate the contributions to r' to the spectroscopic factors of single-neutron pickup reactions on the target nucleus. The dependence of rT on S, is responsible for a pronounced odd-A/even-A staggering effect observed earlier for the total width I' of the IAS of Sn isotopes '). Here, I-' contributes about 30% to the total width I' in the odd-A isotopes but only an estimated "1 t5 keV in the even-A isotopes. This latter estimate is confirmed by a calculation 'I) based on the experimental spectroscopic factors of "'Sn(p, d)"'Sn leading to r7 i=-5 keV. The escape widths ri for the IAS of even-even nuclei increase with increasing mass number A from -5 keV for the Sn isotopes to values ranging from 6 to 35 keV for the Nd isotopes ") to about 150 keV for '""Pb [ref. by an additional linear dependence on the deformation of the A-dependent second moment of the strength function of the IVGMR, and the strong increase in spreading width with neutron excess could indeed be explained *").
The global increase of the experimental spreading widths r" with increasing neutron excess can also be described *') quite well with a phenomenological expression.
Here use is made of a constant second moment of the strength function of the IVGMR.
The spreading width r3 can be determined experimentally by observing the statistical neutron decay [and/or fission decay; see ref. ")I from an IAS directly and by measuring both the total width r and the branching ratio P" for neutron emission.
One can also measure the semi-direct proton decay from an IAS and determine, for example, the double differential cross section for the detection of tritons populating the IAS in the (3He, t) reaction in coincidence with decay protons. The escape probability PT is then obtained from eq. (l), and the escape and spreading widths can be determined from
This latter procedure was employed in the present work. The data reduction is described in subsect. 4.3, and the results for P', r, r' and r' are included in table 4. Mass Number A the fission decay of the isobaric analog states ") also agree reasonably well with the new data except for r" of 232Pa which is slightly low. There is a general trend for all widths, r, r' and r', to increase with increasing mass number A starting from "'Pb. The comparison with the spreading widths calculated 'O) on the basis of isospin mixing with the T,-component of the IVGMR shows all data points higher than those predicted without the inclusion of the postulated splitting of the IVGMR strength in deformed nuclei. The agreement is improved when IVGMR splitting due to the nuclear deformation is taken into account. This supports the earlier analysis despite the fact that the data points display some fluctuations. The data are also essentially in agreement with the trend provided by a phenomenological dependence on neutron excess "). 
Here, the quantities V,, V,,, and VT7 parameterized with single Yukawa potentials The present work concentrates on the interaction V, which is responsible for transitions to IAS. Although the interaction VLsl must in principle also be considered in transitions to natural-parity states, its contributions in (3He, t) reactions is not well understood.
It was observed at lower bombarding energies ") that even small admixtures caused a deterioration of the fits for transitions to IAS, and this term will therefore be neglected in the analysis of the 200 MeV data.
The experimental angular distribution of fig. 12 for ""Sn(3He, t)i2'Sb(IAS) allows the most direct comparison with calculated predictions. Here, a microscopic description was used for the form factor. The amplitudes for particle/hole excitations were determined from cPH CC [(2j + 1) ~$1"~ where vj are the occupation numbers obtained from BCS wave functions. These amplitudes are included in table 5. The 3He optical model parameters are those extracted 4') at E(3He) = 217 MeV. They are included in and all triton parameters were again scaled as mentioned before I'). In comparing the experimental cross sections of tables 2a and 2b with the calculations, the calculated cross sections were averaged over an angular range near zero degrees consistent with that subtended by the respective apertures which were different for the runs with "'Sn and '08Pb from those with "Si and 9"Zr. Effective interaction strengths V, were again extracted, and the results are included in table 7. table 5  see table 5  see table 5  see table 5 ") Results for E(3He) < 100 MeV from ref. The averaged values show a distinct decrease from 6.60 MeV to 3.98 MeV. This decrease by a factor 0.6 is in good agreement with the decrease observed for V, in the (p, n) reaction ") in the range of 25 to 4.5 MeV incident energy combined with the observed increase in the ratio V,,/ VT over a wider energy range 44) and the fact that V,, is expected 45) to vary very slowly for these energies. This comparison supports the close relationship between (p, n) and (3He, t) charge-exchange reactions.
OTHER DISCRETE STATES
In addition to the IAS, numerous discrete states and broad resonances have been observed in the present experiment.
Only a few remarks will be made about these. The cross sections for the Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions to the two strongly excited states in 13N ( fig. 6a ) are approximately equal. The comparison of these cross sections '7,45) leads to the conclusion that non-spin-flip and spin-flip transitions are about equal in strength for (3He, t) at E(3He) = 200 MeV.
Numerous additional spin-flip Gamow-Teller transitions have been observed in the present work to low-excited 1' states in many nuclei (see figs. 4a, Sa, 5c, 6b, 7a, 7b, 8a). Such states are usually difficult to observe in (p, n) charge-exchange reactions due to the much lower energy resolution. The advantage of charged-particle spectroscopy at Bt = 0" is evident, but the interpretation of the observed cross sections may be more involved.
RESONANCES
Broad Gamow-Teller resonances as well as non-spin-flip electric giant dipole resonances have also been observed on several targets including 90Zr, "'Sn, "'Sri, "*Pb and 231Th at excitation energies in the range from about 10 MeV to 20 MeV (see figs. 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b and tables 2a and 2b). The ray-tracing capability of the focal-plane detection system allows the simultaneous measurement of 0" and 2" cross sections. Unique identification of L= 0 and L = 1 transitions is therefore possible.
NON-RESONANT BACKGROUND
A continuous non-resonant background is apparent in all spectra with thresholds at the 3-body breakup energies. The present precision measurements of Q-values, line shapes and cross sections for transitions to IAS and branching ratios for proton decay have produced information about Coulomb displacement energies AEcoul, decay widths r, escape and spreading widths, r' and r", and the effective interaction V, with emphasis on nuclei in the actinide region. The influence of deformed nuclear shapes on electrostatic energies is confirmed, estimates for the spreading widths due to isospin mixing of the IAS via coupling to the T-component of the IVGMR are confirmed, and an energy dependence of V, has been established. One of the authors (JJ) thanks the organization FOM for financial support during several extended visits to the KVI. The hospitality extended by the KVI staff and in particular by R.H. Siemssen are highly appreciated.
